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I. lntroductory Remarks 
In my report to the methodological session dealing with concepts of time in 
the historical writings in Europe and Asia at血e17血Intem凶onalCongress of 
Historical Sciences， Madrid， 27 August 1990， 1 attemp旬dto c1assify various 
concepts of time出atappe訂 inhistorical writings， identifying eight sep町ate
types: 
(1) osci1ating time， which the anthropologist Edmund Leach found to exist in 
some primitive societiesω; 
(2) cyclic (circular) time， which we can find in the Greek and Roman 
antiquity， the “great year" of the Pythagoreans being the most typic叫
example; 
(3) Newtonian linear time， in由emetaphor of an indefinite s町aightline; 
(4) Christian linear time， beginning with the Creation and ending with the 
Fina1 Judgment， the me同.phorof which being a definite straight line wi血
beginning and end; 
(5) linear time going upward， characterized by eternal betterment and 
progress; 
(6) linear time going downward， characterized by perpetu叫 worseningand 
re官ogresslOn;
(7) time as a series of points， the most typical form of which is found in 
Islamic consciousness of time， such as developed by al・GhazalI(1058・
1111 A.D.); 
(8) spira1 time， asdeveloped by Giambattista Vico. (2) 
In my tentative classification，出econcept of“progress" is seen as type (5)， i.
e. time going upward. The most important advocates of this concept are， 
among others， Fontenelle， Turgot and Condorcet. (3) 
In contrast to the situation in Europe， the concept of time most deeply 
rooted among Chinese intel1ectuals was type (6)， which is characterized by 
perpetu叫 worseningand re佐ogressionand which permeated出eConfucian 
tradition. K' ang Yu・wei(1858・1927)，a political ideologue of the reform 
movement of 1898 and deeply knowledgeable in the Confucian classics， 
however，町iedto change Confucian interpretation， claiming the true Confucian 
view to be an optimistic one， a view of history as progressing toward a future 
of“Ta T'ung" (One World). K'ang was strongly influenced by Darwin. (め
The concept of time in Japan was deeply influenced both by the Confucian 
view and the Buddhist view. The Buddhist teachings developed by 
Abhidharma-kosa identifies three distinct ages “in出egradual deterioration of 
Buddhist Law after the death of Shakyamuni: True Law (shδbo)， Imitation 
Law(zδ初)，and Final Law (mappδ)."∞This is a pessimistic view of世me.τ'he
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third age of Fina1 Law was thought to begin at the 2，001st year following the 
death of Shakyamuni (Buddha) and continue for 10，00 years. (6) It was believed 
血atin A.D. 1052， the third and final age had begun. The most representative 
historica1 writing that reflects this concept of time is Gukansho， written in 
A.D. 1219 by Jien (1155・1225)，a priest of the highest rank of those days in 
Jap飢.
Progress in mod開 1history in the West as well as in曲enon-可栴stemwor1d 
like China， Japan， and Russia， was mostly seen to be identical with 
modernization. In the non-Western wor1d， moreover， modernization was 
most1y seen to be identica1 wi血 Westernization.With血isin mind， 1 would 
like here to re-examine the intellectua1 history of Japan as comp紅edto that of 
Russia; and indirect1y to血atof China as well， because Japanese civi1ization 
up to the Meiji Restoration in 1868， the starting point of full-scale 
modernization in Japan， had been decisively influenced by Chinese 
civiliz凶on.1 will focus my discussion on a consid町ationof two leading and 
問:presen阻，tivein胞Uec加a1sin Japan， Fukuzawa Yukichi and Natsume Soseki. 
(Following Japanese practice， 1wri胞由esumames直rst.)
1. Progress and W旨sternizationin the Works 0/ Fukuzawa 
Yukichi and Sakuma Shδzan 
In Japan，由erole ofF'On胎nelle，Thrgot and Cond'Orcet， and perhaps由atof 
Did，町'Otand the French Encyclopedis臥 aswell， was played by Fukuzawa 
Yukichi (1834-1901).官leBri世shJapanologist Basi1 H. Ch鉱山町lain(1850・
1935)， who resided加Japan企om1873 to 1911， ch釘齢胞rizesFukuzawa in曲e
f'Olowing way in his work Things Japanese: 
….So wide-spread is the inf1uence excercised by出isremarkable man白紙no
account of Japan. however brief. would be complete without some reference to 
his life and opinion. 
Bom in 1835 and dying in 1901， Fukuzawa's youth coincided wi白山e
period of ferment inaugura飴dby血efirst contact with foreigners， his mature 
age with 伽 se往lementof al胞 ins蜘，tionstbat go to make up m叫emJa開 1.
He was a Samurai企omone of the soutbem pro吋nces，p∞，r. and left an orphan 
atan倒 'lyage. But he m副ehis way first to Os此a，where Du帥 W錨刷凶，tin
semi-privacy under plea of the study of medicine，血en泊1858ωYedo.One of 
血emost 柑ikingpages in his 柑泳加gAutobiography is where he tels of his 
disappointment on discovering， by a visit to the then infant settlement of 
Yokohama， that the language current among the merchants was not Dutch， but 
English. Nothing daunted， hetackled the new凶 k.At that period， anti-foreign 
feeling stil ran high; al persons who showed any leaning towards alien ways 
were ipso facto suspects liable ωpersonal叫olence.Nev，釘血eles，住anslations
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of various forei伊 worksand documents had gradually be∞me a ne田sityof 
the也前s.Fukuzawa un也，rtook出.em，血dmade himself so useful白紙hew錨
attached ωthes飽fof the first embassy which was sent abroad in 1860. But on 
retuming to his native ShOI四， he then偲forths飽剖ilyd配linedal connection 
wi白 o館cialdom，and resumed - never more to命opitー 由e田:1f.・impo鴎d
task of enlightening his countrymen， detaching them from Orientalism， 
Europeanising them， or， itmight be better said， Americanising由em，-for 
America was ever his cynosure among Westem lands. The democracy which he 
had found there， the simple family life， and also， itmust be owned， the 
commonsense empiricism， the “Franklinism" (if one may so style it) of 
America ex制 lysuited his keen， practi回1，but somewhat pedes凶anin飽Uect.
The strong devotional bent of Anglo・Saxondomstruck no sympat恥ticchord in 
his hearL He always regarded reli匝叩酪mere1，回ding-s住ingsfor曲.eign町田1.
Spen四r'sagnostic philosophy attracted him叩 i岱negativeside;加.talmosthis 
whole activity displayed itself in a utilitarian direction， -in teaching his 
coun佐ymenhow to construct el即位icbat回ies，how to found cannon， how to 
study such practical sciences as geography and elementary physics， toacquire 
such knowledge concerning foreign institutions as could be put to use in 
money-making， tolead decent， self-respecting lives， todiscard fooIish old 
customs， todiffuse weIl-being throughout the nation by levelIing ranks， -he 
himself giving the example， for he dropped his Samurai privileges. and became 
a mere commoner， and， asalready noticed， uniformly rejected al official 
preferments and emoluments. He it was who first introduced加.toJapan白e
practice of lecturing and public speaking， for which several of his most 
progressive con飽mporarieshad declared出.eJ却組関elanguage unfit. He itw邸
who led the way in fitting the language better stil to bear its new 
responsibilities by coining equivalents for English technical terms. Besides 
composing， compiling， translating， paraphrasing， and abridging a whole library 
ofbooks釦dediting a popul紅 newspaper，Fukuzawa occupied himself with the 
foundation and supervision of a school， which became 加nousthroughout the 
land under the name of Keiδ何時u，-a school in both senses of血.eword， asan 
edu伺tional泊s低価値佃 and酎 acentre of in飽Uectualand social泊f1uen回.印E
this school his mind impressed itself叩 powerfullyduring a period of over 
帥 tyyears， his revolution町 views制 methodsso closely sui則自en剖 sof
a rising generatio 
For Fukuzawa，“'progress" was almost identical with Westernization. But 
for him， brought up in the Asian回 di世.onof COI由 cianismand Buddhism， it
was not e創 yto replace his Asian cultura1 heritage with Westem civi1zation. 
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In his e紅'1ywork Gakumon no susume (An Encouragement of Learning， or， In
Praise of Learning)， published successively in血eyears 1872 to 1876 and a 
best-seller of 3，400，000 copies in his own lifetime， (8)Fukuzawa shows some 
mental reservation toward Westemization. He says: 
There is much that is false in the world of beHef， and much血atis true in出e
world of doubt. We need only consider how stupid people believe in other 
people's words， books， novels， rumors， the gods and Buddha， and fortunetellers. 
On出eadvice of a masseur they use grasses and herbs to cure a parent's mortal 
ilnes.. 
The progress of civi1zation lies in seeking the truth both in the area of 
physical facts and in the spiritua1 affairs of man. The reason for the West's 
present high level of civi1zation is that in every instance they proceeded企om
some point of doubt. Ga1ileo discovered that由ee鉱山 isa planet by doubting 
the old theories of astronomy. Ga1vani discovered elec凶cityin anima1s when 
he doubted that針。gs'legs are the cause of convulsions. Newton discovered the 
principle of gravity when he saw an apple fa1ling from a官印.Watt entertained 
doubts conceming the proper由sof steam when he was experimenting wi血 a
boiling ketle. In a11 these cases， they attained to血etru出byfollowing the road 
of doubt. Let me now tum to human progress， leaving behind the investigations 
for natura1 laws. It was Thomas Clarkson (1760・1846)who put an end to a 
SOurl白 ofgreat socia1 misery for later generations by ca1ling into question出e
justice of the law of buying slaves. It was Martin Luther who reformed恥
Christian faith through doubting the fa1se teachings of the Roman religion..胆)
百lecivi1zation of the West is of course to be admired. It has been only 
recently since we have begun ωdo so. But it would be better not to believe at 
a11 th佃 todo so superficia11y. The West's wea1th and power must truly be 
envied， but we must not go so far as to imitate the unequal dis住ibutionof 
wealth among her peoples as well. The taxes of Japan are not light， but if .we 
consider the suffering of the poor people of England because of oppression by 
the landlord class， we should rather田lebratethe happy condition of Jap佃 's
farmers. The custom of honoring women in the West is among the finest in the 
world. But if a wicked wife dominates and plagues her husband， or a 
disobedient daughter scorns her parents and gives f同erein to disgraceful 
conduct， letus not be inωxicated over the custom. 
Therefore， we can ask: Are the things being practiced in present-day Japan 
achieving their p田poses脳血.eyare7 Are Japanese business methods good as 
they now stand7 Are the forms of government effective as they are now 
administered7 Is the present system of education good as it is? Furthermore，紅e
my present me出odsof research good as they are， following the modem way7 
As 1 ponder these questions， a hundred doubts well up泊me.It is as if 1 were 
now groping for something in the dark. Living in the very midst of these 
complex and intertwining problems， isit not difficult to compare出ingsEastem 
and Westem， tobelieve and to doubt what should be佃 daccept and reject what 
should be， with proper dis伺rnment7The responsibi1ty of doing so fa11s ωday 
on no thers than scholars such as ourselves. We must make every e百'ort.To 
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consider these problems there is nothing better曲anto study them. If we read 
many books， touch upon many of these questions， and飽kea keen interest in 
them without anxiety or prejudice， inorder to find the truth， we shal suddenly 
be able to distinguish the areas of belief and doubt with clarity. Yesterday's 
beHefs may become tomorrow's doubts， and today's doubts may me1t away in 
tomorrow's sun. Let us， therefore， make every e百'ortas scholars. (10) 
In these passages， which make up the main part of血efifteenth chapter of 
Fukuzawa's early work Gakumon no susume， a chapter entitled “Jibutsu 0 
utagatte shusha 0 danzuru koto" (Methodic Doubt and Selective Judgement) 
and published in 1877， Fukuzawa shows both reservations about and a desire 
to warn against blind admiration of Western civilization on the one hand， 
while on the other hand he also shows his own admiration for the intellectual 
superiority of Western civilization as comp町edwith the Eastem civilization. 
In some way his remarks remind us of Sakuma Shδzan (1811・1864)，who is 
famous for his doc位ineof“Eastem mor叫ity，Westem technology".(II) Sakuma 
Shozan， who may be characterized as a prototype of the intellectuals of the 
“enlightenment" in Japan， of which Fukuzawa was one of the most 
representative， once wrote in a letter to his企iend:
It is inevitable that Chinese learning by itself is disparaged as baseless. 
Western learning by itself contains no investigation into the principles of 
morality. Therefore， even if one accomplishes great things which astound 
people， stil these出ingsare separa飽食omthe deeds of the ancient sages.町出e
gap between Westem and Chinese leaming is not closed， it wil be dificult to 
achieve perfection. (1司
To this letter he attached a poem“Eastem morality， Western technology/ 
Mutually complete a circular pattem...・人組dto clarify the meaning of this 
poem， he wrote: 
Uni命ingmorality and technology -Asia and Europe -is like completing a 
circle. If one p紅tis missing， the circle remains incomplete. (13) 
Dr. Minamoto Ryoen， Professpr Emeritus of International Christian 
University in Tokyo， discusses both Sakuma Shozan and Yokoi Shonan in his 
recent English publication“Confucian Thinkers on the Eve of the Meiji 
Restoration - Sakuma Shδzan and Yokoi Shδn組".Minamoto characterizes 
Sakuma Shozan 'sintellectual activity as follows: 
In contrast (toOhashi Totsuan， 1816・1862)，Sakuma Shδzan maintained that 
the teachings of Chu Hsi (1130-1200) demanded白紙oneinvestigate not simply 
the “reason" of China， but the “reason" of the universe. He identified the 
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“reason" of Neo・Confucianismwith the Westem pursuit of laws in natural 
science.“To investigate into the workings of al things，" therefore could serve 
to validate the study of foreign science and technology. Yokoi Shonan alSO 
placed emphasis on付属ri，but he refused to deal with血isconcept simply in 
terms of value or abstract speculation. Shonan saw no reason to speak in terms 
of the “reason" inherent in a blade of grass or in a single tre. He thought 
simply that to“investigate reason" was to investigate reason in the world in 
order to make people richer， tobring about p~pular welfare， and to realize 
world peal田.
Both Sakuma Shdzan and Yokoi Shdnan placed great emphasis on the 
concept of “reason" (ri). Shozan was prim副lyinterested in the empirical side. 
During his youth he had studied mathematics alongside Chu Hsi Neo-
Confucianism. Furthermore he developed， under his father's instruction， an 
interest in the I:Ching， the so-called Book of Changes. As an aduIt he 
sympathized with the thinking of Shao Yung， a Sung period Chinese thinker 
who sought to explain the workings of the cosmos through the mysticism of 
numbers. For ShδIzan， true“reason" was to be found in the universal cosmos; as 
such， the various types of Westem science were al in accordance with true 
“reason" and should be accepted as supplementary to the teachings of the Sages. 
Military science was therefore a part of the whole. Science was universal and 
mathematics was the basis of al science. Shozan esteemed al sorts of power， 
especially intellectual power. However， hedid not abandon his interest in the 1-
ching; he even composed various hexagrams to explain血eprinciple behind出e
working of rifles and cannon. 
Although Shozan placed primary emphasis on the empirical side of“reason，" 
he did not dismiss its moralistic characte.r According to Shozan， those who are 
not versed in the “reason" of things cannot be versed in the “reason" of values. 
This isin agreement with the famous phrase coined by Shozan:“Eastem ethics， 
Westem science" (Tdyd ddtoku. Seiyd geijutsu). 
Shozan's readings of Hsun tsu's Art ofWar also strengthened出istendency 
toward political realism. To study the West was to know one's enemy; 
according to Hsun tsu， inorder to win in the war one must master the superior 
points of one's enemy -one must be equal with one's enemy. Shozan quite 
understandably tumed to Peter the Great in seeking a model in con仕ontingand 
cOQntering the Westem threat 
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matter of months. He continually ex戸rimen胞dwi血theknowledge he found祖
Wes飽mbooks and managed even to successfully manu白ctureguns. He was 
not a合aidof failure. His unwavering confidence that Japan could master 
Westem science and technology without losing its own moral integrity gave 
courage to younger generations to leam from the West. His disciples played a 
decisive role in Japan's modernization: Katsu Kaishii， Yoshida Shoin. 
Kobayashi Torasaburδ. Yamamoto Kakuma， Hashimoto Sanai， Kawai 
Keinosuke， SakamoωRyoma， Kato H勘抑00，andNi由加uraShigeki. For these 
men Shmozan was the “guiding star" (one of Shozan's pennames) which 
showed the way during the dark nights of the 1850s and 1860s. (1句
Fukuzawa also shows， as we have seen in the quotation above， some 
inclination toward由isdichotomy， which was白rstestablished by Sakuma 
Shozan. But his admiration of Western civi1ization is not limited， aswas 
Sakuma's， toits technology. Fukuzawa defines civi1ization as follows: 
Civilization comforts man physically and elevates him spiritually…-
Civilization advances the well-being and dignity of man， since man acquires 
these benefits through knowledge and virtue. Civilization can be defined as that 
which advances man's knowledge and v加:ue.(15) 
The Japanese phi1osopher Kosaka Masaaki (1900・1969)of Kyoto 
University explains that， by speaking of knowledge and virtue， Fukuzawa 
meant intellect and morals. (16) According to Kosaka， Fukuzawa“felt that 
morals had remained a1most unchanged throughout history， but in也llecthad 
shown marked growth組 dprogress.川町Infact， Fukuzawa once wrote: 
Morals have made no progress仕'omgeneration to generation. From the 
beginning of the world to由epresent their nature has not changed. This is not 
so with intellect. F，σr ev，釘yone thing the ancients"knew， modem men know a 
hundred; what the ancients stood in awe of， we belitt1e; what曲eythought 
wonderful， we laugh at. The subjects of intellect increase day by day， its
discoveries are manifold... .Progress in the釦t町eis beyond al imagining.【1的
Fukuzawa felt曲atthe essence of civi1ization “was to be found in man's 
domination of nature， in血elib町ationof man from nature， in由euti1ization of 
nature for man 'shappiness， inthe freeing of man in society from blind 
authority and oppression.川均Concemingthis aspect of civilization， Fukuzawa 
wrote: 
If we can say白紙 naturehas been conquered by the human intelect， her 
provinces pene住'ated，出every secrets of creation discovered， and that nature 
has been hamessed， then there is now nothing in the world which can withstand 
man's∞urage andin飽lect.Man can now make nature serve him.....already we 
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S館山eforces of nature shackled... What reason have we to fe釘 makingthe 
power ofin旬lectserve us!…・Itno longer suffices to put our trust in the words 
of sages…・ Itno longer suffices to envy the rule of Yao (20) and Shun (21) ..... 
What the ancients achieved is of their time， what we achieve is of our time. 
Why study血epast to function in the present! If we put forth al our energies 
there wil be nothing in the world出atcan block the企'eedomof our spirit. Once 
we acquire f旨eedomof spirit， can our bodies be re町ained!間
This passage suggests that the idea of progress cherished by Fukuzawa is 
contrary to the Confucian way of thinking as based on the concept of linear 
time deteriorating and going downward. In Confucian thought， the golden age 
of history is to be found in the beginning， namely in the reign of the legendary 
sage kings Yao and Shun. Fukuzawa saw in the development of the Westem 
natural scienc怠andtechnology the key to the progress of intellect. As the long 
quotation above shows， he thought由at由e“reasonfor the West's present high 
level of civilization" was曲目“inevery instance they proceeded from some 
point of doubt." Kosaka says: 
Fukuzawa also stressed出eimportance of experiment， for it was “as a result 
of hundreds and thousands of experiments that progress has taken place." 
Politics was not the root of civilization， but just a part of it. He considered that 
civilization and politics together progressed as a consequence of many 
experiments. In short， the progress of intellect was a result of doubt and 
experiment.間
In his work A History 0/ Japanese Literature Kato Shuichi characterizes 
Fukuzawa's intellectual activity in the following way: 
Fukuzawa Yukichi was probably the most influential advocate of 
westemization in the years immedia飽lyafter the Restoration and the extent of 
his influence can be judged by the immense sale of ln Praise 01 Learning叩d
The State 01 Affairs in the West. The reason for也1swas， by his own account， 
that the new leaders were drawn from the lower ranks of白ewarrior class and 
had litle knowledge of the traditional Confucianist learning， atleast as 
compared with their counte中artsin China， and there was a consequent lack of 
resistance to the in町oductionof westem knowledge and scholarship. (24) 
11. Sδseki and Chaadaev: Skepsis and Pessimism in 
M odernization and Westernization in the non-Western 
World 
As modernization and Westernization gained foot in Japan，出eskepticism 
regarding its superficiality grew. One representative intellectual who 
succeeded in clearly formulating this skepticism was Natsume Soseki (1867・
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1916). To intI・oducethis writer， 1 will quote仕omthe afterword attached to the 
English edition of his last and unfinished novel Meian (Light and Darkness). 
The description is by the translator， V.H. Viglielmo， Professor of the 
University of Hawaii. 
It is no exaggeration to state that Natsume Soseki (1 follow Japanese 
practi田 ofwriting the sumame first)侭innos由 W槌 hisgiven name， OOt 恥 is
always referredωby his sobriquet， Soseki) is at once也egrea附 tnovelist and 
literary figure of modem J叩an.国snovels have恥comemodem classics， and a 
large selection of his works has b回nwritten in師自etextbooks of the Japanese 
higher and middle schools. Moreover his influence on subsequent Japanese 
literature was， and continues to be， immense. 
Sδseki was bom in Tokyo (出ennamed Edo) in J加 uary1867. In 1884 he 
entered the preparaωry department of Tokyo Imperial University and graduated 
with highest honours in 1893仕omthe English Literature Department. He 
刷 ghtfj町 awhile 鉱山eTokyo Higher Normal School， and in the provincial 
towns of Matsuyama and Kumamoto. In 1900 he went to England， where he 
continued his research in English literature. He retumed to Japan in 1903 to 
become a lecturer at Tokyo Imperial University. 
In 1907 he took出eun戸芭偲dentedstep of ab佃 do凶nga brili佃tacademic 
c釘e釘 tojoin the staf of the Tokyo Asahi newspaper， becoming the chief of its 
literary section as well as serializing his own novels in its pages. Until about 
1904 he had been known among a small group of readers as a haiku poet and a 
writer of short sketches. It was only in 1905出athe began writing fiction. With 
the publication during白紙 yearof his Tower 01 London (London t，δ) and the 
beginning of the serialization of I am a Cat (Wagahai wa neko de aru) he rose 
to sudden fame. The former is a romantic fantasy suggested by Ainsword内
work of the same name， while the加町isa satirical pi舵e，studded with wit， 
humour， and irony. It is the record of life in a professor's household， 
remarkably similar to Soseki '8 own， as seen through the eyes of his 
mischievous cat. This work appeared seria11y in a popular literary magazine， 
加 dit is said血atthe cat's death in the last insta1ment actually 'caused readers to 
weep. This work， together with Botchan， which followed in 1906， are 
extraordin副lypopular even today， and it is a rare Japanese who has not read 
both of出em.Botchan is an account of a rather picaresque， young， Tokyo-bred 
sch∞lteacher， whose clear sense of j山崎comes防御foreas he does ba凶e
against a hypoα柑叩1group of middle school instructors. (2S) 
In spite of his great success as a novelist， Soseki grew more and more 
此.eptic副andpessimistic about the future of Japan， which， inhis eyes， w錨 in
ωo great a hurry in its e百ortsto superficially westemize itself. Soseki 's most 
important remarks on this problem紅'econtained in a lecture， which he gave in 
Wakayama in August 1911 with the tit1e “Gendai Nihon no kaika" 
(Enlightenment of Modern Japan). Professor Minamoto Ryδen gives， in 
Kosaka 'sintellectual history of modern Japan quo飽dabove， an excellent 
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account of血islecture， published later as an essay: 
Soseki felt白紙 theconfusion and turmoil of the age stemmed仕omsuch 
conflicts as that between the civilized and not yet fully civilized situations， 
betw伺nthe modern age and feudal remnants. Above al， he felt， the ultimate 
conflict was between the West and Japan. It was in this last，白紙 Soseki
discovered the inevitable， the fated agony， of a Japan committed to 
e叫ightenment.. 
Soseki's由inkingabout白isproblem was more concretely develo戸d泊佃
essay伺11ed“GendaiNihon no kaika"但nligh制 unentofM叫ぽnJapan). This 
essay， which first appeared as a lecture， begins with a statement concerning 
general enlightenment. Enlightenment， as stated previously， isa product of the 
blending of the economizing or negativistic life forces produced by the stimulus 
of duty and obligation (discoveries， machine power) and the expenditure of 
positivistic life forces (pleasure seeking). If we ask who was happier， the men 
of the previous ages or modern enlightened men， we must conclude that in 
terms of the sheer agony of exis飽ncethe modern enlightened m佃 suffersmore 
by far. Formerly曲estruggle was one over simple survival. In a period of 
enligh加 unent出es町ugglehas moved to a less elemental sphere and is now 
concemed with such things as having to rack one's brains over whether ωlive 
under Condition A or Condition B. In the period when the elemental question， 
life or death， was primary， human cravings were extremely small. In the age of 
enligh飽nment， however， even such petty questions as whether to change企om
jinrikishas附 toautomobiles arise with a certain amount of authority and invite 
disturbances. It is just as if a low pressure area had suddenly appeared wi血in
civilization; each area is thrown out of proportion and until equilibrium is once 
again restored unrest is unavoidable. 
Our lives in曲iskind of a period of enlig1由:nmentcannot but be subject ω 
曲eonsl叩 ghtsof anxiety and suffering. However， because the enligh加 lmentin
the West - what Soseki called “general enlightenment" - is an internal 
development and the enlightenment in Japan is externally derived， Japan， 
perforce， must suffer twofold agonies. It is Japan's fate出atits enlightenment， 
which must be transformed into an internal one if it is not to be false， must 
remain an externally developed one. Soseki described出isby saying:“It is as if 
within the two general domains of the development of civilization， the domains 
of husbanding and dissipating vi凶 energies，which hitherto were on a scale of 
20， suddenly， 
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This rapid tansition企omA to B， with no brea出ingspel in between， islike 
sampling dishes at a banquet and， before being able to feast on these dishes， to
have them suddenly withdrawn and replaced by an entirely new cuisine.σ7) 
Soseki discusses the difficulty in Japan by way of how Japanese scholars 
acquired the new knowledge: 
Let us set aside the question of the bragging about the new teachings 
acquired企omthe West， which are only superficially mastered. Let ussuppose 
that in forty or fifty years after the Restoration， bythe power of education， by 
realy applying ourselves to study， we can move仕'Omteaching A to teaching B 
and even advance to C ・withoutthe slightest vulgar fame-seeking， without the 
slightest sense of vainglory. Let usfu叫lersuppose白紙wepass， ina natural 
orderly fashion，合omstage 10 stage and白紙weultimately atain the extteme of 
differentiation in our intemally developed enlightenment曲atthe West attained 
after more白血ahundred years. If，then， by our physical and mental exerti.ons. 
and by ignoring the difficulties and suffering inv.olved in our precipit.ous 
advance， we end by passing through， inmerely one-half the time it took白e
more prosper.ous Westemers to reach血eirstage of specialization， t.o.our stage 
of intemally developed enli俳句nment，出econsequences wil be seri.ous indeed. 
At the same time we will be able to boast .of this fantastic acquisition of 
knowledge， the inevitable result wil be a nerv.ous collapse企omwhich we wil 
not be able to recover. t泊}
Soseki was skeptica1 and pessimistic about the future of Japan. According 
to him， Japan's destiny was either to retain the superficiality of Western 
civi1zation or “to face the possibility of nervous prostration". (2めThecontrast 
between Soseki's pessimism and Fukuzawa's optimism is conspicuous. At the 
end of his autobiography， published in 1899， Fukuzawa wro陪:
As 1 consider白ingstoday， while there are stil many things to be regretted， 
on the whole 1 see the country well on the road to improvement and 
advancement... 
After al， the present is the result .of the past.百首sglorious condi凶on.of.our 
countty cannot but be the fruit of the good inheritance企omour ancestors. We 
are the fortunate ones who live today to enjoy this wonder也1bequest. Yet 1 fel 
創出.oughmy second and gre蹴 rambition has加ena出ined，f.or everything白紙
1 had hoped for and prayed for has been realized 出roughthe benevolence of 
Heaven and the virtues of th.ose forebears. 1 have nothing to complain of on 
looking backward， nothing but ful satisfaction and delight. (却}
Some explanations on the translation of Soseki 's terms should be added 
here. The word “kaika" was住'anslatedby the Japanologist David Abosch， who 
translated Kdsaka 'sintellectual history of J apan in the Meiji Era， as 
“enlightenment". This word can also be translated as “civilization" .“K剖ka"
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was used as a slogan in Japan shortly after the Meiji Restoration in 1868 in 
combination with the word “bunmei". The slogan “bunmei-kaika" was very 
frequent1y used at that time in the sense of “modernization and 
Westernization". (31) The word “bunmei" alone can also be translated as 
“civi1ization". (32) And it should be noted that the Japanese word for the 
Enlightenment in eighteenth century France is not “kaika"， but “keimδ" 
Sδseki used the word “kaika"， not in the sense of “keimδ"， but in the sense of 
both enlightenment and modernization， or， modernization and Westernization， 
just like the word “bunmei-kaika". 
Kato Shuichi refers to Soseki 's above-mentioned lecture and to another 
lecture with a title“Watakushi no kojinshugi" (My Individualism) in the 
fol1owing way: 
In Gendai Nihon no kaika (百leope凶ngof Modern Japan， 1911)， Sδseki 
notes白紙thesocia1 changes in modern Japan were al stimulated from outside 
rather th組合'omwithin and merely ‘skimmed over the surface. ' However， these 
changes， even if superficial， were inevitable and ineluctable. For a person to 
live through such times required a sense of individualism as Sδseki defined it: a 
respect for the individua1ity of others白紙madepossible the development of 
one's own individua1ity. The moral values白紙suchindividuals work towards 
cannot be expected to be realized at the level of the state， ashe says in 
Watakushi no kojinshugi (My Individualism， 1915). This seems to imply 
opposition to any interference in the lives of individuals on the p釘tof the state 
and出iswould include militarism. Certainly Sδseki saw the First Wor1d War， 
that‘expression of militarism'，邸、ad'，‘stupid'and‘absurdヘIn1916 he 
wro旬:‘1can readily ap戸'eciatehow the militaristic spirit which has been stired 
up in Germany should have spread to its enemies France and Britain. At the 
same time 1 am sad由at，a1though出ey釘'elovers of peace and合'eedom，出is
anachronistic spirit has affected them so greatly.' This opinion， which 
represents an atitude from which Sδseki never wavered， was expressed before 
the era of comparative liberalism during the Taishd period of the nineteen-
twenties and before the fanatical militarism which swept Japan in血.enineteen-
出irties.(33) 
The late professor Yamamoto Shin (1913・1980)of Kanagawa University 
tried to establish a genera1 theory of civi1zations which would fully explain， 
among other血ings，出ehistory of Japan仕omantiquity to the present. His 
article “Total Reflections on Westernization: Soseki Natsume and Peter 
Chaadaev"例抱負11of va1uable insights. He found some similarity between 
血eSoseki 's essay discussed above in detail and “Les Lettres Phi1osophiques" 
by Peter lakoblevich Chaadaev (1794?・1856).Chaadaev wrote eight 
“Phi1osophica1 Letters". Only the first letter， written on 1 December 1829， was 
published in the Russian journal “The Telescope"， vol. 19， in1836. (35) The 
shock of由isessay was so great，that the jo町na1was abolished by the Russian 
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Minis町yof Internal Affairs and the editor banished from Moscow. What is 
more， the Czar Nicolas 1 declared Chaadaev officially insane.間
In his article Yamamoto comp紅白Chaadaevand Soseki as follows: 
“Enlightenment of Modern Japan" (Gen白iNihon no kaika， 1911) delivered 
by Soseki and “Les Lettres Philosophiques" (1829， published 1836) by 
Cha副都vhave some similarity泊血eirexperien田 ofa1ien civilization. In Oli也r
toperceive白issimilarity， it is necessuyωpresuppose由民etems. 
First， Russia is not a part of the West. Derived from the Byzantine 
Civilization， she started邸 aperipheral ci叫l包副.onon恥 Westem企inges.
Second， Westemization is not Modernization. The West cannot westernize 
itself. Non-Western Civi1izations， however， have been modernizing only 
through Westemization. Westernization is由ereception of a1ien civilization. 
The West cannot have this curious experience. In regard to Westernization， we 
non-Westeners can learn nothing from the West，出oughwe can learn 貨omit 
much飴 ωM吋釘凶zation.
Third， the model of Wes町nizationwill be moulded by comparative study 
ofW，田町nizationin non剛W田町nCivi1zations， not by compar;組ves佃dyof 
M似iemization.Without出em叫elofWes町nization，we cannot suc回edin our 
study.百由 modelis more important for us白血themodel of M似femization，
wluch we can mould企omthe study of出eModemization of the West. In a 
comparative study of Westernization， the West must be excluded. Only non-
W郎防ncivi1zations can be comp釘'edwith each 0出er.
On the basis of these assumptions Russia and Japan become comparable. 
Chaadaev and Soseki appear to be a pair of outstanding exponents who fel 
deeply the disintegrating effect of Westernization on their indigineous 
civilizations. 
Ch舗d却v's"Les Let回sPhilosophiques" aroused曲eRussian intelligentsia 
and divided it into two parties: the Slavophiles and the Westerners. They 
disputed what Russia was. Chaadaev's "Le町es"is a to凶 andfundamenta1 
reflection on白eWesternization of Russia， of which nobody til出enhad ever 
been conscious. It was the to凶 criticismof modern Russia. It brought about the 
Russian intellectual awakening in the 1830s. According ωChaadaev， modern 
Russian Civilization is superficial and imitative， inconsistent and 
unaccumulative.“There is no inner development， 00 oatural progress in 
Russia，" says Chaadaev. All current thought is a ready made borrowing from 
白.eWest “Russia has no p錨tand no future， lives in血enarrow present." A 
nomal civilization has its physiognomy， i'飴 individua1ityand natural ∞町se.
Russia has nothing like白31.
Chaadaev' s diagnosis of Russia is very similar加血econclusion of Soseki's 
lecture:“Gendai Nihon no kaika". Soseki characterizes Japanese Mode 
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Chaadaev. Anyone who reflects deeply on such superficia1 Modernization wi1 
stop and resist it. He wi1 break down and su町erfrom spleen. This is a symptom 
of the disintegration of the indigenous soul who has received an alien 
civi1ization. (38) 
The basis under1ying the superiority of the羽'estover the non-Westem 
world， including Japan and Russia， was without doubt the Industrial 
Revolution. The U.S. Fleet， commanded by Commodore Mathew C. Peηy， 
arrived at Edo Bay in Japan in 1854. The f1eet was powerful and impressive 
enough to coerce Japan into opening the country to foreign trade， which the 
Tokugawa Shogunate had been prohibiting since 1639. These U. S. battleships 
represented the technological superiority of the West. The arrival of the 
Prussian fleet， with the Prussian envoy Friedrich Albert Graf zu Eulenburg on 
board its flagship Arkona， inEdo Bay in 1860 did the same. (39) It should not be 
forgotten血瓜出eRussian fleet also visited Nagasaki as early錨 1853，but恒
the Crimean War (1853・56)Russia proved to be power1ess against Westem 
powers. Technologically， politica11y，釦dsocially， Russia was far behind the 
W田t.
To show how Chaadaev discusses the situation in Russia of his days， 1 wi1 
quote a part of出eunedited企agmentarystatements by Chaadaev， entitled: 
Fragments et Pensees Diverses 1828・1830et annees inconnus， which was 
recent1y published by a researcher of Russian intellectual history， Togawa 
Tsuguo， now professor of Sophia University in Tokyo. The following 
comments show Chaadaev's caustic criticism levelled at the course of Russian 
history and at the Russian men凶ity.
Plus on y pense， plus on se persuade qu 'i1 se passe maintenant au milieu de 
nous quelque chose de fort extraordinaire. Cette chose qui n 'est pas meme 
encore arrive a 1・etatde simple idee puisqu'elle n'a pas encore trouve 
d' expression bien r，“igee， contient pourtant une question socia1e d'une haute 
portee. 1 ne s'agit de rien moins que de savoir si une nation une fois ayant 
reconnu qu'elle avait fait fausse route pen伽ntun siecle peut un jour par le 
simple ac飽d'unevolonte reflechie revenir sur ses p田，dechirer， recommencer 
sa carriere， renouer le fil rompu de sa vie a l'endroit ou ele le laisa un jour on 
ne sait trop comment. Or， i1 faut l'avouer， nous sommes a lavei1e sinon de 
resoudre ce singulier probl色me，du moins d'en tenter la solution， de faire 
l'experience d'une operation socia1e que les plus hardis uωpis伽 nes屯taient
en∞re jamais avise de rever dans leurs songes les plus insolents. 1 serait fort 
temeraire sans doute d'assigner l'epoque probable de cet evenement， mais 
comme les emotions populaires n' obeissent gu色reaux lois dynamiques de 
l'univers， comme ce n'est point en raison de la puissance des forces， mais bien 
en raison de 1 'impuissance de la societe que se produit le plus souvent le 
mouvement socia1， i1 est permis de croire que le moment d 'une manifestation 
eclatante du sentiment nationa1. du moins dans la企actionlet佐eede la nation， 
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est assez prochain. Vous allez peut-e田 αoireque c'est d'une 話:volutiona la 
maniるrede celles de l'Europe occidentale que nous sommes menaces， -
rassurez-vous: nous n'en sommes point 1弘Dieumerci. Le monde de l'Occident 
et nous， nous s佃 lmesp:釘tisde points trop di節:rents，pour aboutir jamais a des 
resultats identiques. 1 y a d'ailleurs dans le peuple russe quelque chose de 
necessairement immobile， de necessairement inalterable， c'est son indifference 
pour la nature du pouvoir qui le regit. Nul peuple au monde n'a mieux compris 
que nous ce fameux texte de l'Ecriture: tout pouvoir vient de Dieu. Le pouvoir 
etabli est toujours sacre pour nous. On le sait， c'est la famille qui est la base de 
no回 systemesocial: le peuple russe ne saur凶tdonc jamais voir au回 chose
dans le pouvoir que l'autorite patemelle， exercee avec plus ou moins de rigue町，
vo尚 ωut.Tout prince， quel qu'il soit， est pour lui un仲間.Nous ne disons p価，
p. e.， j'ai le droit也 faire回la， nous disons，飽Uechose est permise;旬leau国
ne l'est p槌.Dans nos idees田 n'estpoint la loi qui punit le ci加'yencoupable， 
c'est un p悦 quichatie l' enfant indocile. No悦 g06tpour le r句imedomestique 
est tel que nous pr'叫iguonsavec bonhe町 lesdroits de la pat佃世話h旬回目眠
dont nous dependons. L 'idee de legitimite， 1 'idee de droit sont pour le peuple 
russe un non-sens， temoin ce pere-mele de successions bizarres qui suiv出ntle
r句nede Pierre le Grand， temoin suηoutl'epouvan回.bleepisode de l'interregne. 
1 est clair que s 'ileut ete dans la nature de la nation de comprendre ces id白s，
el1e eut compris que le prince pour lequel ele versait son sang n' avait nul droit 
au trdne， etdes lors， lepremier usurpa旬町'， ainsiqueω凶 l回 autres，n' euss佃 t
point位。uveces multitudes d'adh合'ents，dont les ravages faisait合emirmeme 
les bandes etrangeres marchant a leur sui包.Nul1e furl回 aumonde ne po町四
jamais nous faire同国rd'uo ordre d'ide錨 quia fait toute no回 hisωire，ql凶fait
encore toute la poesie de notre exis飽n田， qui n'admet qu'un droit 即位'oyeet 
repousse tou飴especede droit naturel. Ainsi quoiqu 'il en puisse arriver dans les 
couches superieures de la soci似，le peuple en bloc n'y prendra jamais p副:les 
bras croises， attitude favorite de l'homme de pur sang russe， ilverra t1剖re，et 
saluera， selon son usage， du titre de p色res，ses nouveaux maitres， car il ne faut 
pas s'y佐omper，ce sera encore des maitres qu 'il faudra lui donner: tout autre 
re酔neilleI'l句ous鴎悶itav，民meprisouω1悦.
Que veut la nouvelle cole? Retrouver， restaurer le principe national que la 
nation dans un moment de dis住action，dit-on， selaissa nagt玲reescamoter p紅
白errele Grand， principe sans lequel toutefois， il n'est point de veritable progres 
possible pour un peuple quelconque.日estcertain et nous sommes les premiers 
a en convenir que les nations tout comme les individus ne sauraient avancer 
d'uop，国dansla carri色rede progr白 oude developpement qu 'ils sont des伽esa 
parco町irsans un sentiment profond de leurs individualites， sans la conscien田
de ce qu'ils sont， bien plus ils ne sa町 aientmeme exis町， depourvus de ce 
sen曲nent，de田即conscien田:mais voila precisement ce q凶prouvel'erreur de 
vo出 doc凶ne，側jamaispeuple ne perdit sa nationalite sans ces鎚:ren meme 
飽mpsd'exister: or， sije ne me trompe， nous existons quelque peu.【帽J
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Both Soseki and Chaadaev show由atit is difficult for the non-Western 
world to separa旬 Westerntechnology from Western spiritual civilization and 
to回kein only the technology of the West while preserving the indigeneous 
spiritual civilization， as Sakuma Shozan had insisted. Some Chinese 
intellectuals in the middle of the nineteenth century also thought in the same 
way. But Sδseki 'sspiritual agony demonstrates that this sep紅ationcan be no 
real solution for Japanese intellectuals. Fukuzawa's optimistic view becomes 
less convincing as modernization and Westernization in Japan proceeds. 
It goes without saying that 1 cannot easily find a solu世onto由edifficu1t 
problem of曲espiri回alidentity of the non-Western world which is on the way 
ofWi回ternizationand so of白隠chnologic叫progress.Concerning this issue， 
1 have tried in由isarticle to quote at leng曲 someof the English essays written 
mostly by Japanese authors and dealing with the intellectual hisωIry of modern 
Japan. 1 have凶edto do so especially because these essays are not easily 
accessible to readers ou岱ideJapan. 1 hope that this article wi1 be of some use 
as a sort of guide to these essays. 
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Politi伺1Influen田 onJapan 1870・1914'，Germany in the Pacific and Far East， 1870・
1914， Edited by John A. Moses and Paul M. Kennedy， (St. Lucia， Queensland: 
University of Queensland Press， 1977). 
(40) Tsuguo Togawa，‘Pierre Tsaadaev: Fragments et Pensees Diverses (Inedits)， 
presentes par Tsuguo To伊wa'，Slavic Studies， vol. 23，百eSlavic Research Cen町，
Ho肱aidoUniversity， 1979， pp. 30・32.According to Togawa，出.ep釘tquoted here 
coπesponds to“liasse" no. 4， pp. 35-38 of Chaadaev's Fragments et Pensees 
Diverses. on Chaadaev， cf.Ernst Nolte， Geschichtsdenken加 20.Jahrhundert. Von 
Max Weber bis Hans Jonω(Berlin-Fran凶lI1/Main:町。pylaen，1991) p. 6. 
For Ja戸nesenames in出enotes above 1 follow the Eurl叩e卸 practiceof writing白e
first name first in wri曲19.
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